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Abstract

What is a library? It is easy to envision the ordinary and ubiquitous
library that we are all familiar with, but is there more to libraries that is yet
to be explored? What is a concept of a library? What do we as architects
envision as the design for a library?
The Thesis is built upon the idea that Libraries should be designed out
of stories, because stories are written in books and books are found in libraries.
According to the writer Borges, the concept of a library, is that it is
composed of an indefinite and infinite number of galleries, which are connected by vestibules. Anyone in this library can see upper and lower from
any galleries and "all are repeated in the same disorder which constitutes
an order!" ...
The Thesis explores this concept of finding the order through repeated
disorders, in another words, a labyrinth. The writer Umberto Eco has said in
one of his novels:
“How beautiful the world would be if there were a procedure for moving
through labyrinths.”
In search of this "beauty" in the world, through this thesis I have explored
and found the procedure for designing a library.

General Audience Abstract

In Architecture, there is a fine balance between imagination and
practicality. Practicality is often rooted in the physical world and can be
determined by more materialistic and technical aspects. Imagination on
the other hand can be subjective to the architect without having any constraints.
With a program idea of a library in my mind, the thesis began with
reading stories about a library. Because stories are written in books and
books are found in libraries, the manifestation of the design is driven by the
"stories" and it defines the pure existence of the building. This work studies
the balance between the fictional and the non fictional world, through
these stories. The main program of the thesis consists of two libraries. These
two libraries are located in the Georgetown neighborhood of Washington,
D.C. The south side of the library belongs to the public and the north side
belongs to the private.
Throughout the design process, the libraries constantly explore the
balance of the imaginative and the practical world. The thesis questions
the importance of this approach and how we as architects and designers
define programs for buildings. The thesis further questions how references of
the surrounding context implement into the design both through forms and
materiality.
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Story of Library

Jorge Luis Borges

Story of Library

Jorge Luis Borges

"The Library of Babel"
“The Library of Babel” is a short story by an
Argentine writer Jorges Luis Borges where the narrator describes the Universe by way of describing
a complex Library. It begins with the description
of a Library that consists of hexagonal galleries,
which are indefinite and infinite where one can
see above and below. The library is limitless but
periodic in which repeated becomes the order.
The hexagonal galleries each have four walls of
books, where each wall has five bookshelves,
each bookshelf has thirty two books, each book
has four hundred and ten pages, each page
Jorge Luis Borges • found image •
has forty lines, and each line has eight letters.
Many pilgrimages take place between the hexagonal galleries through thresholds, which are described
by Borges in detail as the “vestibules” that exit in between the infinite hexagonal galleries. The vestibule
contains a place for upright sleeping on one side and a place for physical necessities on the other side. It
also has an indefatigable “nearly killing” winding spiral staircase with missing steps that take you to different
galleries. On one side of the vestibule resides a mirror, which duplicates the appearances, and on the other
side there is a burnished surface, which is a figuration and a promise of the infinite. The vestibule is lit with dim
fruit like light bulbs. Somewhere within the indefinite and infinite galleries lives a man, the imperfect Librarian,
who sits in a water closet and takes care of the galleries. There also exists a secret hexagon gallery, which
contains “the Book” that explains all the books in the galleries and it is certain that it is only read by one man
called “the Book Man.”
1

floor plan drawing of the vestibule by the author • photoshop, trace paper, graphite pencil, found images •

“THE UNIVERSE IS COMPOSED OF AN INDEFINITE AND INFINITE NUMBER OF
HEXAGONAL GALLERIES…WHICH ARE CONNECTED BY VESTIBULES AND FROM ANY
OF THE HEXAGONS ONE CAN SEE UPPER AND LOWER… ALL ARE REPEATED IN THE
SAME DISORDER WHICH REPEATED CONSTITUTES AN ORDER…”
“Jorge Luis Borges”
2
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Umberto Eco

…“How beautiful the world would be if there were a procedure for
moving through labyrinths.”
" Umberto Eco"

"The Name of the Rose"
Umberto Eco’s “The Name of the Rose” is
a historical murder mystery novel set in an Italian
monastery during the 1300s. The mystery of the story revolves around a library situated in a fortified
tower called the Aedificium (built structure). The
tower has three floors where the bottom two floors
are open to all but the top floor has books that
Umberto Eco • found image
are hidden and only accessible by the Librarian.
The library itself is a "labyrinth" and only the librarian and his assistant know its secret. Each room in the library
is titled with a verse from the Book of Revelation. The first letter of the verse corresponds to that room. When
the adjacent room letters are read together, it gives the name of the region where the books are from.
There is a secret room in the library that can be entered through a secret mirror door, which opens with secret letter combinations. There are doors open to the ground and there is also a door that traps you inside.
The entrance to the library is on the eastern side, which is connected to the scriptorium by a staircase. The
blind librarian Jorge from Burgos is an honor character for the writer Jorge Luis Borges who turned blind in his
later years. Not only Borges’s “The Library of Babel” was an inspiration for Eco, but also his “Death and the
Compass” was an inspiration to end Eco’s book “The Name of the Rose”.

section perspective drawing of the fortified tower library by the author • bristol paper, graphite pencil, charcoal •
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Story of Mystery

Edgar Allen Poe

Chevralier Auguste Dupin
Edgar Allen Poe • found image

In the early 1840s, Edgar Allen Poe created a fictional detective character named Chevralier Auguste Dupin.
The detective character appeared in three of Poe’s short stories and by doing so Poe invented the literary genre of
detective fiction.
Based on these three stories, Edgar Allen Poe created three types of detective fiction which established a model
for all future stories; the physical type in “The Murders of the Rue Morgue,” the mental type in “The Mystery of Marie
Roget,” and the a balanced version of both types in “The Purloined Letter.”
Auguste Dupin as the first detective character in the mystery fiction genre inspired many detective characters
to come, such as Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle, Hercule Poirot by Agatha Christie, and even Erik Lonrott by
Jorges Luis Borges. Borges paid honor to Poe’s character Dupin in his short story “Death and the Compass,” by calling
his main detective character Erik Lonrott an Auguste Dupin type detective.

5
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Edgar Allen Poe

Story of Mystery

Edgar Allen Poe

Illustration of the short story •
found image

Illustration of the short story •
found image

" The Murders in the Rue Morgue "

" The Mystery of Marie Roget "

Auguste Dupin first made his appearance in 1841 in Poe’s short story “The Murders in the Rue Morgue.” In this first story,
Dupin investigates the murder of a mother and a daughter in Paris. Dupin’s role in the story is to take all the clues presented
during the progress of the story and assembling them into a whole. Dupin is first portrayed as a non-professional detective
and is not meant to be a well-rounded character. However, his wit for solving the mysteries progresses throughout the three
stories. Dupin loves watching faces and body language to make deductions, as he values the surfaces of things as the best
source of clues for what’s happening underneath them. He is someone who looks beyond obvious clues that often puzzle
the police. Moreover, Dupin engages with the reader pointing to clues when the reader is unable to solve the mystery. It is
these qualities that make Dupin a great detective despite his amateur beginnings.

In 1842, Auguste Dupin reappears in another story of Poe’s called “The Mystery of Marie Roget,” the first murder
mystery based on a real life murder. It is based on the murder of Mary Cecilia Rogers, who was known as the “Beautiful cigar girl” in New York City. On July 28th, 1838 her body was found floating in the Hudson River near Hoboken, New
Jersey. At the time, the case received national sensation for weeks but the crime remained one of the most mysterious
murders of New York City. In Poe’s story, Dupin and his unnamed narrator friend undertake the unsolved murder of Marie Roget, who was a perfume shop employee in Paris. Her body is found in the Seine River and the press takes a keen
interest in the mystery. The role of Dupin in this story is to use the newspaper reports to get into the mind of the murderer.
He then uses his logical reasoning skills and determines the key clue of solving the mystery.

7
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Story of Mystery

Edgar Allen Poe

Illustration of the short story • found image

" The Purloined Letter "
In 1844, Auguste Dupin makes his final appearance in Poe’s story called “The Purloined Letter,” which is considered to
be his finest detective story. The story brilliantly illustrates the concept of the intuitive intellect at work as it solves a problem
logically with utmost economy. The story is structured into two parts. The first part of the story tells us that the unnamed narrator and the amateur detective Dupin are approached by the Prefect of the Police regarding a letter containing compromising information that is stolen from the bedroom of an unnamed female by a dishonorable Minister. In this first part of the story
all the clues are given and Dupin solves the case with very little participation from the reader. The second part of the story
consists of Dupin’s explanation on how he solves the case. Unlike the other two sequel stories of Poe, Dupin introduces a new
method into “The Purloined Letter” called “psychological deduction,” which is the solution of the most obvious place while
the case seems the simplest yet the most difficult to solve. The story “The Purloined Letter” completes Dupin’s journey of different settings. In “The Murders of the Rue Morgue” Dupin travels through the city streets. In “The Mystery of Marie Roget” he is in
the wide outdoors. Finally, in “The Purloined Letter” he is in an enclosed private space.
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Story of the Site

Mary Pinchot Meyer

Mary Pinchot Meyer
During my research of the site, I came across a story of a woman named Mary
Pinchot Meyer. Mary was an American Socialite and a painter, who had a studio in
Georgetown, between N and O Street. She was a former wife of a CIA agency official
Cord Meyer and had a close relationship with then President John F. Kennedy.
On October 12th, 1964, Mary finished her painting in her studio and took a walk
along the C&O Canal. Henry Wiggins who worked at the Esso Gas Station on M street
heard a woman crying for help from the towpath down below. He then heard two
gunshots and ran towards the edge of low walls overlooking the canal. Wiggins saw a
man in light jacket, dark slacks, and a dark cap, standing over the body of a woman.
Mary was shot twice, one in her chest and another in her head. According to Wiggins,
the man then placed a dark object in the pocket of his jacket and walked into the
trees leading to the Potomac. Wiggins hurried back to the Esso station and called the
police right away. The police arrived within five minutes, sealed off all the possible exits
of the area and scoured the towpath in its entirety. Officer Warner came across only
one person on the towpath named Raymond Crump, who was found dripping wet.
Raymond Crump told the cops that he was fishing and showed the police where he
was fishing. Henry Wiggins saw the two of them and yelled that Raymond was the man
he saw kill Mary Pinchot Meyer. The police never found the murder weapon. During
the trial, the defense lawyer for Raymond Crump made points that there were more
exits on the towpath than the police had seal and also the height of Raymond Crump
did not match the height described by the witness. The jury found Raymond Crump
not guilty and Mary Pinchot Meyer’s case was never solved and was left a mystery.

Mary Pinchot Meyer • found image
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the Exorcist Stairway

photograph by the author •

Story of the Site

the Exorcist Stairway

photograph by the author •
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Story of the Site

the Exorcist Stairway

Story of the Site

the Exorcist Stairway

the Exorcist Stairway
The site of the thesis is located in the historic district of Georgetown, in the northwest of Washington D.C., situated near the C&O canal, the ruins of Alexandria Aqueduct, and the Potomac River. The
surrounding context is the Georgetown University Campus with an intertwined residential neighborhood to the west.
The thesis site is next to the exorcist stairs. The stairway has an interesting and mysterious quality to
it. There was not a lot of documented history about the stairs. However, every time I visited the site and
studied it closely, it gave me new clues to learn its past and purpose.
The exorcist stairway was actually built as a retaining wall, each one of the 75 steps is a layer of concrete step. The stone retaining wall perpendicular to the bottom of stairway, is 19 feet thick at the bottom and tapered up to 2 feet at the top. Although the stairs are famous for a fictional murder, it is also
the scene to an actual murder mystery of Mary Pinchot Meyer in the mid 60s that was never solved.

section through M street NW, Washington, D.C.. by the author • photoshop, trace paper, graphite pencil, images •
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Despite the rich history of the area, the initial major attraction of the site was the stairway known
today as the “Exorcist Steps”, which was featured in the movie “The Exorcist” (1973). The stairway’s
steepness and the solidity of the layered concrete steps have somewhat of a mysterious appearance to it. Before inheriting the name “Exorcist Steps,” the stairway was called the “Hitchcock Steps.”
However, the stairway began in the 1800s as simply a shortcut or a connector of Prospect street and
M street. Both stories “The Library of Babel” and the “Name of the Rose” have strong emphasizes on
mysterious stairways. “The Exorcist Steps” run adjacent to the chosen site on the east and it is simply the
“connector” between the site and the stories for my thesis.

section through the Exorcist Stairway, Washington, D.C.. by the author• photoshop, trace paper, graphite pencil, images •
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Story of the Site

St. Ignatius of Loyola

Georgetown University
The Georgetown University Campus is one of the most important context to the site. The University has
10 independent libraries on campus based on the varying studies and programs they have. In the year 1974
the university adopted “Woodstock Theological Library,” which is one of the oldest and most notable Catholic theological libraries in the United States owned by the Society of Jesus (Jesuits), from both the Maryland
and New York provinces. The library currently co-resides as a separate collection inside Georgetown University’s “Joseph Mark Lauinger Library,” for use by Georgetown University students, and scholars of theology
within the “Washington Theological Consortium,” the central Atlantic states, and by scholars from all around
the world.
The “Woodstock Theological Library” collection contains about 190,000 circulating volumes, 700 periodical titles, as well as reference collection that are up to date. The specialties of the collection are in the
field of biblical studies, spirituality, church history, the Jesuits, liturgy, and the social aspects of Christianity.
The library collection also holds over 17,500 titles of rare book holdings, which is a collection of 15th through
19th century counter-reformational and American theological works.

St. Ignatius of Loyola
The Georgetown University is a Jesuit institution that was built on a 450 year old educational tradition inspired by St. Ignatius of Loyola, who is the founder of “Society of Jesus.” Ignatius was a Spanish knight born in 1491 to a local Basque noble family. When he was twenty-six
he took up a life of a soldier in the northern town of Pamplona. During a battle he was injured
severely and taken to his brother’s castle in Loyola. While he was recovering, he read two
St. Ignatius of Loyola • found image
books, one about the life of Christ and the other about the tales of Saints.
After reading these two books, he felt a deep change within himself and decided to devote his life to the service of God. He
traveled widely learning Latin, philosophy and theology, while at the same time, begging, preaching, and caring for the sick
and poor. As a result, he recognized and learned a great deal about himself carefully distinguishing the feelings that brought
him closer to Jesus Christ from those that were hurdling him from growing spiritually. Ignatius began to take note of his spiritual
insights. These notes became the basis for a manual of prayer that he later titled the “Spiritual Exercises.” In 1540, Ignatius and his
companions, whom were later called the Jesuits, decided to form a religious order practicing the “Spiritual Exercise.” Once the
“Spiritual Exercises” booklet was formally approved by Paul III in 1548, it took its shape into a very specific orderly set of Christian
meditations, prayers, and mental exercises, which divided into four thematic weeks of variable length, meant to be carried out
over a period of twenty-eight to thirty days. The purpose of the “Spiritual Exercises” is to emphasize on one’s reflections of own
experiences with God, through an orderly act of “mysticism.”

elevation drawing of the Healy Hall (left) and the Lauinger Library (right) by the author • trace paper, graphite pencil •
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Program
Edgar Allen Poe Library
Woodstock Theological Library
Georgetown University Tutoring Center
Storytelling Courtyard
Cafe/Bakery
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the Four Stages of Space

Epilogue

the Four Stages of Space

Based on the Spritual Exercises of the St. Ignatius of Loyola, the Four Stages of Space for each week of the Spiritual Exercises is implemented into the design of the Woodstock Theological Library.

the Spiritual Exercises
Traditionally, the “Spiritual Exercises” was a private one on one based exercise. The mysticism of the exercise begins with
five (5) Predispositions that take place before the first week of the prayer and it is a crucial part of the whole process.
The five Predispositions are implemented into the design as a chronological sequence of exterior stairway, where each landing represents each predisposition of the Spiritual Exercise. At every landing there is a chance to look into the library, which is
an opportunity to have an introductory prologue before entering the building.

IV

section sketch of programs by the author • trace paper, ink pen, marker •

The theme for the final week is Joy. These to levels are designed to make people find joy and
freedom in the space. Both space are exterior space; one is a roof top terrace which brings
in light through glass floor for the level below and the another is a overlook at the top of the
tower.

five predispositions

i

ii

iii

iv

v

The first predisposition focuses
on the prayers’ ‘strong core
self.’
The first landing is at the Prospect street level and it starts
immediately after you enter
the threshold.

The second predisposition focuses on the prayer’s come to
knowing that the ‘God acts.’
The second landing has the entrance to the storytelling balcony, which looks into the courtyard to the south.

The third predisposition focuses
on prayers' ‘need to know,’ on
what to do with his or her life.
The third landing is where the
sculptural exterior spiral stair
sits. The visitor is also able to
look into the building through a
corner window.

The fourth predisposition focuses on the ‘ability to articulate
inner life.’
The fourth landing has a tall two
story window that looks into the
library.

The fifth predisposition focuses
on the ‘trust in director,’ in order to gain a fundamental trust
and a personal relationship.
The fifth landing brings you into
the courtyard, where the entrance to the library is located.

level at 124'

level at 118'

the Four Stages of Space

level at 111'

level at 100'

plan drawings by the author • autocad, photoshop graphite pencil, found images •

III

The theme for the third week is Passion. Inspired by the passion to teach people and sharing,
the space houses the Tutoring Center for the Georgetown University. The space is illuminated
with light from south and north, and accessible to students directly from the Prospect street.

II

The theme for the week is Reminiscence. The space celebrates the storyteller's exclusive
space in the middle and houses the 190,000 circulating volumes and 700 periodical titles. The
litracon concrete facade on the South difuses the light into the space.

I

The theme for the week is Principle and Foundation. Two levels house the 17,500 titles of rare
books and reading nooks. The space has the quality of quietness so people can concentrate
on themselves and the indirect / difused sunlight protects the books in the middle.

level at 92'
Section A-A by the author • autocad, photoshop
graphite pencil, found images •
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Epilogue

the Labyrinth

Epilogue

the Labyrinth

Cretan's Labyrinth
Labyrinth is often confused with mazes, and is perceived as complicated, intricate, and mysterious. In fact it is very simple. When in plan, it has an easy to follow
path and is very predictable. In a labyrinth, you are never lost, you always end up in
the middle, and come out the same way you go in. There are no interruptions of paths
or disruptions of movement, only the evidence of a Pendular Movement. Its a journey
that lets you follow the path.
At close examination of Cretan’s labyrinth, distinct characteristics emerge. A number
sequence derives from skipping layers in a formulaic way. Every turn is like a pivot
point of the pendulum swing, which feels like an error/clue. A clear pattern emerges.
study drawing of Cretan's Labyrinth by the author • photoshop, bristol paper,
found images •

Manifestation of the Labyrinth
3 1 2 4 6 7 5 5 7 6 4 2 1 3

Vertical Labyrinth
3 2 1 4 7 6 5 5 6 7 4 1 2 3
The errors are replaced by stairways then the layers of a pathway turn
into levels and thus a Vertical Labyrinth appears. The number sequence of the
Cretan's labyrinth plan is replicated into the vertical labyrinth.
perspective of the vertical labyrinth by the author •
photoshop, watercolor paper, graphite pencil, pastel •

When I applied the Vertical labyrinth on to my site, I encountered some difficulties with the pattern. The essence of the labyrinth
was evident from the plan drawing as well as from the vertical labyrinth. From which, my own reinterpretation and the pattern of the
labyrinth was created.
perspective of the vertical labyrinth by the author • photoshop, watercolor paper, graphite pencil, pastel, found images, texts •
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the Labyrinth

procedure for moving through labyrinth

labyrinth experience

Epilogue

prologue • • •

III

The main entrance to the Edgar Allen Poe Library is on M street side on the South. The first
space you enter is the lobby / ground floor where the information and the circulation desks are
located. In order to enter the labyrinth, you should take the prologue stairway to the 3rd floor.

section through the labyrinth by the author • autocad, photoshop, found images, trace paper, graphite pencil •
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Epilogue

I

the Labyrinth

Once you experience the 3rd floor, you may enter the red oak door. Beyond the door
is a stairway carved inside the Exorcist Stairway retaining wall. The stairway's second
landing has a window looking into the 2nd floor and will take you to the 1st floor.

II

section through the labyrinth by the author • autocad, photoshop, found images, trace paper, graphite pencil •
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From the 1st floor, you may take the spiral stairway to the 2nd floor. The 2nd level
has two four story high windows; one open to the south and another open to
the east. This level also provides an access to the reading nooks on the north.

Epilogue

IV

the Labyrinth

Once you are done exploring the 2nd floor and the reading nooks, you may take the nearly killing spiral stairway to the 4th floor. The nearly killing spiral stairway runs in front of
the four story height south and east windows. The stairway allows you to have the view of the Potomac River and the view of the Exorcist Stairway. On the north side of the Hall of
Books, you are accessible to the reading nooks. To the west side of the level is where the toilets for the visitors are located.

section through the labyrinth by the author • autocad, photoshop, found images, trace paper, graphite pencil •
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Epilogue

VI

the Labyrinth

The stairway on the west above the toilets, will take you to the 6th floor of the Labyrinth. This level houses the computer stations, a long
balcony on the north, and a roof terrace on the south. The roof terrace is where the light well for the Hall of Books and the light telescope for the Librarian exists.

section through the labyrinth by the author • autocad, photoshop, found images, trace paper, graphite pencil •
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VII

Epilogue

V

The final level of the Labyrinth is the 5th
floor. It is a cantilvered structure on the
south that house the glass meeting room.

one self

The spiral stairway on the 6th floor will take you to the 7th floor where the private meeting
room is located. The meeting room is the highest enclosed space of the library and it is dedicated for smaller study groups. The south window has a horizontal wooden screen for shading.

the Labyrinth

section through the labyrinth by the author • autocad, photoshop, found images, trace paper, graphite pencil •
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Materiality

Ideogram

Materiality

Details
corten steel structure •
wall joint of old // new •

Materiality and Form
litracon concrete screen •

The Two Towers of the project reminisce the
towers from both Healy Hall and the Lauinger Library. It represents the connection of the program to the context both visually and formally.
The Heally Hall was built in 1879, and it is one of
the oldest structure on the Georgetown University Campus. The height difference of the Two
Towers match the Heally Hall tower heights,
which is shown in the Ideogram on the right.
The main material for the design is light reflected cast in place concrete. Euclid Sandstone
from Cleveland Ohio is used to build the Heally
Hall and the same stone is also used in the concrete mixture to cast the Lauinger Library. The
Two Towers appears darker in color than the rest
of the building, because of the Euclid Sandstone
mixture in the concrete.
The secondary materials for the building
are Corten Steel and Red Oak. The Steel structure material on the south are all Corten Steel.
The wooden screens and the sliding doors are all
made out of Red Oak.
Another unique material on the south facade of the Woodstock Theological Library is Litracon Concrete. Litracon Concrete is a combination of fine concrete and optical fibre, which
result in a transluscent concrete.

south elevation detail by the author • autocad, photoshop, trace paper, graphite pencil, texture images •

euclid sandstone concrete towers •

west elevation detail at courtyard by the
author • old retaining wall on the right
meets the new retaining wall on the left
with brass metal insert between the zip
• autocad, photoshop, trace paper,
graphite pencil, texture images •

south elevation detail by the author • autocad, photoshop, trace
paper, graphite pencil •

wooden sliding doors •
wooden horizontal screen •

south elevation detail by the author • autocad, photoshop, trace
paper, graphite pencil, texture images •

elevation Ideogram of the Healy Hall and the Edgar Allen Poe Library by the author •
autocad, photoshop, found images, trace paper, graphite pencil •
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south elevation tower detail by the author •
Euclid Sandstone from Cleveland Ohio mixed
in the concrete mixture of two towers to reminisce the existing two libraries of Georgetown
University • autocad, photoshop, trace paper,
graphite pencil, texture images •
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north elevation detail of reading balconies by the
author • each balconies that open to the courtyard
opens with a wooden sliding doors for the readers/story listeners •

Final Drawings
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35th STREET NW

36th STREET NW

Plans

37th STREET NW

Final Drawings

PROSPECT STREET NW

Final Drawings

Plans
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This Page : site plan by the author • autocad, photoshop, found images, trace paper, graphite pencil •
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This Page : floor plan by the author • autocad, photoshop, found images, trace paper, graphite pencil •
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Final Drawings

Plans
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